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THE SCROLL COMPRESSOR WITH. VARIABLE CAPACITY CONTROL MECHANISM 
FOR AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER 
TAKAHISA HIRANO 
TETSUO SHIGEOKA 
Nasoya Research l Develop•ent Center Mitsubisbi Heavy Industries, Ltd,, Nagoya, Japan 
ABSTRACT 
We have developed the scroll co•pressor with variable capacity control 
nechanis•. The a•ount of bypassed gas fro• the co•pression chanber to the 
suction cha•ber is controlled by displace•ent of the bypass piston. 
This paper presents as follows. 
The analytical technique for calculatins perfor•ance of the co•pressor 
with by~pass-type capacity control •echanis• has been developed. 
Also, experi•ental loss analysis by •easure•ent of P-V diagra• has been 
carried out. The result of calculating perfor•ance has good agree•ent with 
that of experi•ental loss analysis. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the co•pressor with variable capacity control MechaniSM for 
auto•otive air conditioners has been reMarkably developed to satisfy the 
following require•ents. 
(1) ~ keep the auto•otive cabin teMperature coMfortable 
w ~ iMprove drivins feelins 
w ~ drive the syste• econoMically through all seasons 
We have developed the scroll coMpressor with excellent quality as 
that for auto•otive airconditioners'' ·•>, and a by-pass-type •echanisM is 
adopted as the continuous capacity control. The capacity control mechanism, 
which changes the channel area of the bypass hole continuously according to 
the suction gas pre~sure, has been developed. The development of perform-
ance simulation progra•, the Measurins results of internal behavior and the 
results of loss analysis for capacity control co•Pressor are described below. 
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STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLES 
Fig.l shows the cross sectional view of the scroll co1pressor for 
auto1otive air conditioners. 
Main co•ponents for capacity control are as follows. 
(1) Fixed scroll provided with the bypass holes at 50% displace•ent and 
the dischar&e port. 
(2) Slidin& bypass piston in the fixed scroll. 
(3) Pressure 'senerating valve fixed to the housin&. 
Fi&.2 shows a cross sectional view of the pressure generatin& valve 
which senerates the control pressure Pa re&ulatin& tbe displace•ent of 
the bypass piston. 
Fig.3 is V- 8 diagra• (V: the cylinder volu11e, 8: the rotation an& I e) 
representing the position of the bypass hole. The capacity control in 
ran&e of 100 to 50% beco11es available by changin& suitably the opening area 
of tbe bypass hole provided at the portion of 50% displace•ent, while the 
capacity fro• 50 to 0% can be controlled by the bypass hole provided within 
the discharge port (position of 0% displace•ent). As result continuous capa-
city control fro• 100 to 0% can be achieved by these bypass holes. 
Fi&.4 illustrates operation principal of the capacity control •echanis•. 
Both the dischar&e &as pressure P. and the suction gas'pressure P. are 
higher under the environ•ental condi Uons when cool in& load is higer. In 
this case the bellows is contracted by the suction pressure and the three-
way valve is opened. Then the control pressure P~ beco1es higher. The 
bypass piston •oves to the left to close the bypass holes leadin& to the 
operation at •ax. capacity. When operated under the environmental conditions 
of lower coolins load, both the dischar&e pressure P" and the suction pre-
ssure P L beco•e lower. Then the three-way valve is closed and the control 
pressure beco1es lower. The bypass piston is moved to the right to open the 
bypass hole by the spring foree and the pressure difference <Pa- P.) lead-
ing to the operation at controlled capacity. 
PERFORMANCE AN4~YSIS UNDER CONTROLLED CAPACITY 
For predicting the cylinder pressure, the power consuMption and the 
capacity under controlled capacity, the performance simulation progra• 
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has been developed. 
Assu11ption 
(1) It is assu11ed that the cy I i nder pressure over entire strokes frail 
suction to discharge is polytropic process. 
(2) The cylinder volu11e change to the rotation angle 8 is based on the 
volu•e change curve of P.M.P. (Perfect Meshing Profile)•. 
(3) The flow rate fro• the bypass hole is given by the equation of nozzle 
flow. 
(4) There is no leakage except at the bypass hole. 
Analvtical 11odel 
Fi&.S shows the analytical flow chart to give the capacity control 
rate and the indicated efficiency. The cylinder Pressure and the outflow 
rate of refrigerant fro• the bypass hole can be given by the following 
equations. 
1. The cylinder pressure 
p ( 8) = P. [ V ( :\ J n ••••••• •.................... (1) 
Where P. Suction gas pressure 
v. Suction cha•ber vo lu•e 
Polytropic index 
p Cylinder Pressure 
V(8) Cylinder volu•e 
Where the cylinder volu11e change is given as follows. 
V ( 8 ) = n: b p (2 8 + P + n: l L • • • • • • • • • . • (2) 
Where 8 : Rotation angle 
b : Radius of involute base circle 
p: Orbi tin11 radius 
L : Height of scroll 
2. Tbe cylinder pressure at bypass process and the outflow rate of 
refrigerant fro• the bypass hole. 
(1) Equation of State 
~ = nP [ - _1_ ~ + _1_ ~ J 





Gas a•ount in the cylinder 
Cylinder volu•e 
(2) Equation of continuity 
dW G 
d 8 {tJ 
(4) 
where G Outflow rate to the suction chamber from the bypass hole 
{tJ Rotational speed 
(3) l!quation of flow 
The outflow rate of refri&erant ~as to the suction cha•ber fro• the by-
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where 11:: Ratio of specific heats of refrigerant gas 
g Acceleration of gravity 
Specific volu•e of refrigerant gas in the cylinder 
C Coefficient of the flow rate of the bypass hole 
Channel area of the bypass hole 
(4} Opening area of the bypass hole 
The opening area of the bypass hole is defined by the rotation angle 
and the characteristics of the bypass piston, and given by the equa-
tion shown below. 
A - C. (P •· P .} Av ( 8} (6) 
where Co (P •• Pa) : Throttling rate of the bypass channel area 
Av : Bypass channel 
In addition the following relation is found between P. and P •. 
p • (7) 
where Pn Discharge pressure 
a, b, c : Constants to define characterstics of the pressure 
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generating valve. 
(5) Theoretical sas compression work 
The theoretical gas co11pression work is the compression power given 
when the suction &as presents adiabatic change, while the displace-
ment of the compressor is required in order to provide it. Kowever, 
in case of the capacity control mechanism which requires continuous 
change in the channel area of the bypass hole, the displacement of 
the compressor can not be equally determined, Thus in this paper the 
equivalent disPiace•ent Veq. is given by the a•ount of the discharge 
assu•ins the volu•etric efficiency is 100%, by which the theoreti-
cal gas co•pression work Weq. is coMputed. 
A: -1 
A: Weq. 
-1 ....... (8) 
A: -1 
When the equations (3), (4) and (5) are solved si11ul taneously, the 
cylinder pressure and the gas a11ount in the cylinder under controlled 
capacty are given. This is a matter of initial value with regard to 
unknown values, the pressure and the gas amount and solved by the Runge 
-Kutta •ethod nu•erically. 
P-V diagram given by this si•ulation is shown in Fig. 6. The 
diagra• shows the cylinder Pressure for change in the opening area of 
the bypass holes. 
MEASURING RESULTS OF INTERNAL BEHAVIOR 
Pressure in the cylinder 
Six pressure sensors were set in total, of which are three at the 
outer side of scroll, two at the inner side of scroll of the fixed scroll, 
and one at the discharge port. 
Two gap sensors were positioned for measuring the position of the 
bypass piston and the displace11ent of the discharge valve. 
Fig. 7 shows P- Odiagram •easured at 67% capacity, 
P-V dia&ra• when the capacity control rate is changed. 
Fig.B shows P-V diagram given under the bypass piston controlled at 
different positions. In this range only 50% bypass hole shows operation 
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under opening state. As the capacity control rate increases, the cylinder 
pressure decreases in the opening range of 50% bypass hole. 
The pressure risin& is al•ost nil fro• the end of suction process to 
the position of 50% displaceMent as shown in Fig. B ( B- curve), which 
is ideal state. In case of A - curve when 50% bypass hole is partially 
open, the cylinder pressure rises sMoothly after the end of suction process 
in the proportional capacity zone. The behavior beca•e clear in the •ethod 
for the continuous capacity control by chancin& the openin& area of the by-
pass bole continuously. 
Influence of coMpressor speed 
Fig.9 shows P-V dia&ra• civen when the co•pressor speed is changed with 
the sa•e opening area of 50% bypass hole. As the co•pressor speed increases, 
P-V diacra• expands as a whole. 
This is due to decrease the openin& ti•e of the bypass hole caused by 
increasing the coMPressor speed. 
Influence of suction gas state 
Fig. 10 shows P-V diacra• under 0.83 dryness fraction and 18 degrees of 
superheat of the suction cas with the sa•e opening area of 50% bypass hole. 
A sli&htly contracted pattern is shown in P-V dia&ra• under 0.83 dryness 
fraction, but the actual power consu•ption for the co•pressor indicates a 
little larcer value than that under the superheated vapour. In loss analy-
sis when operated under the wet vapour, it is required to take the effect of 
latent heat of vapourization into consideration, 
Analysis of loss 
Fig. 11 shows the results of loss analysis Provided by the •easuring 
results of the cyliner pressure when tbe stroke of the bypass piston is 
chanced at N~2000 •in -•. The mechanical efficiency constants to the wide 
chance in the capacity control rate. This value is reduced about 5% when 
the co•pressor speed is set to 4000 •in As the capacity control rate 
increases, the discharge loss decreases about 2.4% in the range of 100 to 
30% capacity. The indicated efficiency decreases significantly as the 
capacity control rate increases. This is due to compression loss caused by 
connection of the compression chamber at the inner central portion and two 
sy•metrical compression chambers at next outer side and also due to the 
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higher flow resistance of the bypass hole. This tendency applies to the 
zone where coMpressor speed is higher. 
The loss of endotheraic a•ount caused by wet refrigerant should be 
taken into account in loss analysis at operation under wet vapour. The 
compression heat is absorbed by the latent heat of liquid refrigerant in the 
actual wet vapour co•pression, which results in change of pressure in accord-
ance with lower polytropic index rather than by the ~as under superheated 
state. The power consuMption for this endotherMic aMount can not be analy-
zed fro• the P-V diagra•. Thus the loss is assu•ed to be included in the 
indicated loss, and the Mechanical efficiency is supposed not to change in 
the suction gas state in this paper. The results under such state is shown 
in Fi~. 12. 
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Fi~. 13 shows the results of calculating perforMance and the results of 
loss analysis given by the Meaure•ent under capacity control. The indicated 
power consu•pstion shows good agree•ent over wide range. Circulatin~ aMount 
of refrigerant is larger in relative error when the capacity control rate is 
higher. The reason is interpreted that the heat balance of bypass gas and 
suction gas under controlled capacity is not taken into account in this paper. 
CONCLUSION 
The following i= concluded with that we have conducted perforMance simula-
tion and detailed measureMent of internal behavior of the compressor under 
controlled capacity. 
(1) In the scroll compressor with bypass type capacity control Mechanism 
the pressure in the cylinder, behavior of the bypass piston under con-
trolled capacity and the influence of capacity control rate, compressor 
speed and the state of suction gas over such ite•s were clarified. 
As the results, ~any elements of knowledge in design were understood 
with regard to bypass-type capacity control. 
(2) The performance siMulation has been developed re~ardin~ the bypass 
holes as nozzle flow and the effectiveness was verified, which will 
be utilized in future activities. 
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